
 
 
 
Another product from the Swedish Rock Poet Olle_XXL. The German title is a nod the all the people in 
Germany who suffer as badly as me from green fools - all the way up through the government. The Green 
fools may be just amusing until -  don't let us fertilize - cropping a good yield/ turn our world into a killing 
field - actually without fertilizers a couple of billion people - mostly those recently risen from absolute 
poverty - would rapidly starve to death. The world's green aristocracy may not seem to be so harmless 
anymore... 

This song is one in a series of songs about green fools, stupid women, whining self-claimed 
artists and cultural workers who are not worthy at all, but still try to rule my life and tell me what to do. 
Some of them are journalists, some are commies, some are greenies, some are politicians and many are 
lethal combinations thereof. I believe the best (legal) way to fight them is to mock them, rock on and piss 
them off. It might not really help, but at least we have fun while doing this. Oh, and I love everyone who 
downloads my music legally. I like those who download illegally and listen and like it. I dislike those who 
don't like it. 

See www.ollexxl.se for more information on Green Fools and other music from Olle_XXL. 
I can recommend the album Great Tit & Grey Pussy for more abusive rock'n roll. If this is not enough, 
songs are coming up about getting a new tattoo, sleeping through meetings, killing yourself, buying too 
many guitars, quitting drinking, getting a new liver etc. - scenes from the daily life of a rock star. 
 
Green Fools (in Cm mostly) 2009-02-17 
Ch: Green fools - dancing in the sun/ 
Real men - whip them, make them cry and run 
 
They wanna run my world on light/ lie and cheat and will not stand and fight 
they are too weak for work and strife/instead they tell you how to live your life 
Green fools -  Green fools 
 
When they tell you not to drive your car/they don't know where from or who you are  
and if you happen to be old or sick/organic shit  - well that's their only trick 
Green fools -  Green fools 



 
They steal our words and make them stink/sustainable is no longer what you think 
it stands for girly stuff that they love to hear/nothing nuclear - that just gives them fear 
Green fools -  Green fools 
 
OK the sun is not so very near/but still it's very very  nuclear 
don't let us fertilize - cropping a good yield/ turn our world into a killing field 
Green fools -  Green fools 

 
Music & lyrics by Olle_XXL 
Email: ollexxl@live.se 
 
(The solo guitar used is a Variax 700, probably set to 
Fender Stratocaster pos. 1. Recorded clean through a 
POD X3live and then re-amped using Pod farm (Auto 
disco wah + Run to the hills). The singing is all mine - 
the 'green' voices are eq:ed towards the hissy end, but 
most of the effects are just my singing at different ends 
of my vocal range. Drums etc. are BIAB, Cubase 
Studio 5 and computer.)  
 


